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THE ROLE OF POWER IN CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

ANAS KHAN* 

The arena of international politics depicts a fight between and among countries to acquire 
more and more resources, and the tool they use to achieve their goal is power. Interestingly, the 
unrelenting struggle is to generate power by the means of power. Power, in general, means the 
ability to do what you want to do, and make others do what you want them to do, especially when 
they don’t want to do. The term power has a deep meaning in it and includes many instruments 
and types.  

 
Conflict is a competition that has experienced violence. Violence is the result of use of 

power by either or both parties. If a conflict is nipped in the bud at the time it arose, it was 
actually not a conflict. It means that the conflict did not have the potential to be a conflict, and 
that problem was not a conflict. The nature of the conflict is determined by the extent of power 
the relevant parties has used. 

 
The inter-party struggle to attain the goals eventually ends up in giving birth to several 

conflicts. This shows that power gives rise to the conflict. There is an old saying that the answer 
of a question is within the question. So, the conflict arose by power has its resolution within the 
power. Power and the powerful leads and sit on the driving seat of the conflict. It can either 
transform into negative or positive way. 

 
Use of power is a paradox in conflict resolution. It may escalate the conflict if not used, 

and it may intensify or exacerbate the conflict if used inadequately. Power is always dynamic; 
relative and partially governable. There is always a tug of war between power and the powerful. 
The powerful always wants to manage the power. However, power always want, and have 
potential to persuade, the powerful to expose it by using it. Power, once created, cannot be 
destroyed, it can only be shifted. Hence we can say “Power is both a mean and an end.” 

 
The changing world order and the emergence of democratic regimes have decentralized 

power. It has triggered the frequency of conflicts, i.e. USSR; during the cold war is a significant 
example of this. During the initial phase of USSR, the strong and centralized government had 
stationed the rise of conflicts. However, the fading central control led more conflicts to emerge 
and finally it disintegrated. Meanwhile, China may face new internal conflicts by the time it 
adopts the democratic practices. 

 
States need power to deter power. The resolution of conflict is only possible with the 

adequate management of power. 
 
 
POWER AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
 
The stages to resolve a conflict in a real politick approach are: 

 
The very fundamental footstep to resolve a conflict is to identify and highlight the conflict 

and its roots. So, every state should be enough capable to highlight and ensure the recognition of 
their conflict as a conflict. Otherwise, they will have to rely on others to do so. Since, powerful 
states only highlight and resolve the conflict which enhances their power and it brings risk. 
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Once, the conflict of the party has been recognized. They must have to develop a 
commitment to the resolution. Then, they should select a process of resolution. Their selection of 
the mode, for resolution, is highly dependent on the power they have. Their relative power will 
decide whether the second party would even approve to negotiate, and then negotiate directly or 
through a mediator. 

 
As soon as both the parties agree to negotiate, their stance, interests, expectations and 

demands   would all be driven by their power. Meanwhile, they must have to manage their power 
and shouldn’t let their power to drive them, to avoid sabotage of the negotiations. 
Developing options and reaching agreements is the most important stage of a conflict. Here, the 
states must use the carrots, never the sticks, to achieve the desired results. 
 

The final stage to resolve the conflict is its implementations. The final stage is only 
achieved by the competent and powerful parties. They should make sure to manipulate, deter and 
defend all the outcomes and the results of applications. 

  
 
PUNITIVE END DOES NOT END THE CONFLICT 

 
Since, we have tried to analyze the role of power in conflict resolution. We must have to 

address its limitations and precautions. Powerful states have been observed to use sticks while 
resolving conflicts. The aura of their power dominates them to the extent that they impose peace 
on others, i.e. the French German war or 1870-71 ended in a punitive way for France. Then, 
WW1 also ended up in a humiliating manner for Germany. In both the cases the hostilities 
remained and a sense of revenge emerged among them. Here, the conflict lasted. After WW2, we 
observed that Germany, being an aggressor, was treated with an integrative approach, and was 
soon taken in by the international structure with a respect.1 Thus, a forceful peacemaking is not 
peacemaking. 

 
The relations of powerful states inhibit conflicts, and only the powerful states do have the 

capacity to resolute their conflict, through power, the smart power. A state must not use coercive 
power to influence other, but it must have the capacity to do.  
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